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 29422868 .29418016 Day .31811661 .31811999 Week .2865546 .28596721 Month .30049071 .30041298 Year .33761 .33761[^7][^8] These observations lead to some interesting hypotheses about the evolution of the word for the unit of time. Our research suggests that the evolution of the word for a unit of time, as we have described it here, is tied to the development of numerals. We find that the
word for unit of time is tied to a unit of number and that it evolves in response to the way that the numerical system itself evolves. We know from studies of historical languages that the unit of time in English is bound up in numerals, and what we have presented here is an example of that process. If numerals were considered a part of language, how do we explain why one language might have

numerals and another language might not? Researchers have suggested that children may learn how to read or write numbers by learning how to count, and that any number words in a language may be learned through that process. Yet a general population in contemporary society rarely encounters any numerals and therefore never learns to count. It seems to us that the difficulty of learning numbers as
a part of language is the reason that numerals exist in only a few languages. We have explored only a few ways that the evolution of units of time in English language may have been shaped by the development of numerals in English. Some of the origins of words for units of time may be found in the the word *tempus*, which refers to a period of time. *Tempus* was originally a Latin word, meaning
time, and was later used in English to refer to both time and a unit of time. Interestingly, *tempus* is one of the four Latin words used in the popular song 'Happy Birthday to You' \[[@RSTB20110222C70]\]. *Temporal*, an English word for a unit of time, is related to the Latin word for time, *tempus*. Time *tempor* is from the Latin word *tempus*, meaning time, which was related to the Greek

word *timeo*, which was related to the Indo-European word *tau*, which was related to the Sanskrit word *tāma*, which is the source of the word *tam*. Tam is 82157476af
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